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【The usual type emulsified fuel】

The usual type emulsified fuel
New fuel SN OIL 

【SN OIL ・Our  international patent technology】nternational patent PCT applied No, WO 2014/171406 A 2

Emulsion fuel is a limited range of emulsified fuel making use of the micro explosion principle of foam.
It is a heteromolecular fusion product which mixes oil and water only and stirs it and it separates into original molecular
structure even under normal environmental conditions. The function drops due to the change in the temperature below zero.
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Eco Prana succeeds in development of fuel
of the new molecule structure which made perfect elements combine.

That our SN OIL fuel does uniformity with an other company depends on following technology.
There isn't an introduction example besides us for putting it in Japan and having large enormous

volume production of new fuel and the technology which can be supplied.

SN OIL is  the completely new fuel  which made synthetic  combination of  petroleum and water  succeed.
SN OIL is the technology which makes combine scientifically by a molecular level of petroleum and water.
SN OIL makes them reduce waste of carbon dioxide and PM2.5 substantially, and it's useful for global warming prevention.

【About mechanism of burning】

【The difference between the emulsified fuel and SN OIL】

【About Super Nano Oil (SN OIL)】

We made them combine a petroleum molecule and a water molecule scientifically in the equipment, 
and it was produced safely as synthetic oil.
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SN OIL is the synthetic petroleum product to which the molecule structure was changed.
SN OIL is a petroleum product of the new molecule structure we made do molecule combination of by science and technology.
The molecule structure doesn't also change with all temperature change of anything but an explosion in SN OIL.
It's the petroleum system molecule structure, so I have no worried elements to the petroleum system equipment in SN OIL.
The molecule structure doesn't change SN OIL, so the quality becomes stable in the long run.

The emulsified fuel in which
oil wrapped water is put in.
（Water in Oil）

Hydrocarbon molecule Water molecule Additive New fuel molecule

The outside oil is to be burned, 
and the inner water is heated.

Water boils and causes a
minute explosion suddenly.

Oil becomes a particle with
an explosion of water, and 
the surface area increases at 
conventional about 3200 times.

The surface area is to be
increased and area of contact 
with air can be increased on 
leaps and bounds and burn 
sufficiently by a little air and fuel.
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【Comparison of quality of new fuel super nano oil (SN OIL)】
Comparison of base oil and SN OIL quality

SN OIL（Water addition rate 35%） Quality analysis tableBASE OIL Quality analysis table

Manufacturing factory (in Japan) Oil sample checkSN OIL System Container

March 24, 2018
Japan domestic contract factory

Sampling
Water addition rate 35.0% SN OIL

Analysis Base oil 
(C heavy oil) SN OIL Base oil

comparison
Gross calorific value 10392.19Kcal/Kg 10635.42Kcal/Kg 2.34%Up

Flash point 138℃ 110℃ 20.28%Down

Kinetic viscosity cst 91.39 cst 176.24 92.84%Up
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A stoker incinerator with
a proven track record in the
waste oil / sludge industry

SN OIL

EP FIRE
Cycle combustion system
Japanese Patent Application No. 2017-231487

Supply device for
kiln combustion material

Patent No. 5727921

Biomass power generation system
utilizing waste heat
Japanese Patent Application No. 2018-024767

Power generation

Molten slag

Sludge Cow dung Poultry
manure Biomass

Industry-University collaboration
with Kyoto University

< <Light

Molecules collide with each other
and heavy molecules go down

【About EP FIRE SYSTEM and STOKER INCINERATOR SYSTEM】

EP FIRE SYSTEM・Hydrogen gas & carbon dioxide reuse technology and system

ストーカ式焼却炉システム
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Hydrogen Nitrogen Carbon dioxide

Heavy
Burning Non-burn Burning

Recover and circulate gas layers
with many combustible gases

Dramatic temperature rise

Normal High temperature Molecularmovement

EP FIRE SYATEM・Mechanism of high temperature combustion
By using this combustion mechanism it was possible to obtain a drastic temperature rise effect.

Measures over 1500℃

【Technological summary】　

SN OIL
EP 特許技術燃焼機器1200℃～1500℃700℃~1000℃

Fuel tank

Industrial source of heat

We achieved high-temperature combustion beyond 1500 ℃ by fuel of a little amount by hydrogen gas making recycling technology.

Heat source
application technology

New fuel process Heat source supplyCycle burning process

SN OIL System EP FIRE System
(Cycle Combustion System Patent Application No. 2017-231487)

Hydrogen gas Carbon dioxide

Reduction of carbon dioxideCycle burning in
combustion equipment

Cycle burning in
combustion equipment

"New fuel SN OIL system" developed by our company with
high environmental effect and "Stoker type incinerator" 
with experience in the waste oil / sludge industry.
It is a compact high-temperature incinerator system combining
"EP FIRE Cycle Combustion System" capable of high-temperature
supply at low cost (over 1500 ° C).
It is an effective combustion furnace for waste oil / sludge treatment
and cow manure / poultry manure processing, and it is a single
treatment system with a view to the process from melted slag
treatment to electricity generation.
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International patent PCT submitted
No,WO 2014/171406A2
Acquisition of Japanese patent　No,5719093
Acquired Singapore patent　No,11201508590R
China Patent Application　G150119-PCT-CN
US patent application　G150119-PCT-US

Low carbon · regenerative biomass energy generation system

Proposal of a power generation system using our SN OIL and EP FIRE system, which consumes less fuel than
conventional methods and has a new business opportunity using regenerated biomass energy with low carbon.

New fuel supply Renewable energy supply Utilization of regenerated biomass energy

High efficiency power generation Palm oil

SN OIL  SYSTEM EP FIRE  SYSTEM Biomass

Palm oilPower generation

Cow manure 
 poultry manure

Cow
dung

Generator

Electric supply

New fuel manufacture

SN OIL
（Heavy oil ）
（Palm oil）

EP
EP FIRE

burner

Bio-liquid fuel
(Kyoto University and 
 EP joint development)

Biomass resources

Fuel tank

Pulverization / particleization

Liquefaction

Vapor
Utilization of waste heat

Gasification

Biomass liquefier

High temperature
combustion technology

EP
SN OIL
SYSTEM

Kiln combustion
material supply device

Stoker incinerator

Sludge

Cycle combustion
Japanese Patent Application No. 2017-231487

SN OIL Patent number EP FIRE Patent number

Kiln's combustion material supply
device patent No. 5727921

Screw type

Cow
manure

Poultry
manure

Poultry
manure

Sewage sludge

Sewage sludge

Complete burning of object

Waste molten slag
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Paper, livestock excreta,
 food waste materials, 

construction waste materials, sewage sludge, 
garbage, rice straw, rice husk,
 thinned timber, feed crops etc.

Tsji Kogyosho Co., Ltd.
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・  Total Produce from New Fuel Production to High Temperature Combustion
・  Saving technology of environmental burden and energy
・  CO2 emissions are suppressed by about 30%.
・  Fuel cost reduction of various industries About 50％

（※Percentage varies depending on country, oil type, environmental conditions, etc.）
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The current Japanese technology has high thermal efficiency, and the amount of energy
used is kept lower than the countries of the world.
By introducing EP technology, we can further reduce energy consumption by 20%.（Graph 1 ）
CO 2 emissions are reduced by about 30% as an environmental effect of a combination of
SN OIL System and EP Fire System.（Graph 2）
The running cost of various industries can be reduced by about 50%.（Graph3）

【Refer to the article on the Nihon Keizai Shimbun April 13, 2017】
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【Graph3・Fuel cost】【Graph2・Environmental effect】【Graph1・Energy index of each country】
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Eco Prana's  environmental  technology

COST
DAWN

Japan
Germany
China
India
USA
Russia

Gigajoules

（Attention）Energy used to produce 1 ton of steel, 
Global Environment Industry Research Organization Summary, 2010

Fuel cost

Environmental effect

Emissions of NOx and CO2 Heavy oil type fuel cost
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Eco Plana "aims to be a pioneer of cycle energy."

We will propose part of the regeneration combustion process from the creation of renewable energy.
Based on the new fuel SN OIL we will help you from new bio fuel to high efficiency creation of
renewable fuel. We combine the new fuel [SN OIL SYSTEM] + combustion system [FP FIRE SYSTEM] 
and supply [thermal energy] for each industry on the basis of the following three cases.

Supplies thermal energy burned by combining sludge sludge and
biomass recycling energy into new fuel [SN OIL SYSTEM] 
+ combustion system [FP FIRE SYSTEM] to the environmental industry 
and others.

We launched a joint R & D project to develop core technologies from new fuels to biomass treatment and cycle combustion systems.
Biotechnology · Power generation · High temperature treatment incineration · Rare metal extraction · We are helping to
provide energy efficiency necessary for the environment and creation of new technology.

Kyoto University Faculty of Agriculture Department of Agriculture
Dr. Haruhiko Toyohara Associate Professor　http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp

EKREC
Eco Prana Kyoto University renewable energy creation joint research

New fuel system

Combustion system

Reuse energy

SN OIL  SYSTEM

EP FIRE  SYSTEM

Firing furnace industry 
such as glass, 

industrial waste etc.

Firing furnace

Environmental industry and
power generation business etc.

Power generation

Boiler

Boilers and incinerators

Heat energy
supply

Supply of thermal energy to the firing
furnace industry such as glass, 

industrial waste etc.

Sludge・Biomass

Heat energy supply model to the
environmental industry by mixing
combustion of combustion system
with sludge and regeneration energy.

case1
case1

Heat energy supply from
combustion system to
steam boiler industry etc.

case2
case2

Supply of thermal energy
from the combustion system
to the baking furnace industry
such as glass and industrial waste

case3

case3

Supply of thermal energy to boilers,
incinerators, etc.
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International patent PCT submitted
No,WO 2014/171406A2
Acquisition of Japanese patent　No,5719093
Acquired Singapore patent　No,11201508590R
China Patent Application　G150119-PCT-CN
US patent application　G150119-PCT-US

Cycle combustion
Japanese Patent Application
No. 2017-231487
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